Installation Instructions
TCNR Corner Platform
TCNR:

30" x 30" Corner Platform. To be installed only in a corner between two adjacent tables; intended to
support 24" wide sorter. Requires 32" x 32" footprint: supported by brackets to adjoining table and by
one leg in rear corner.

Tools required: Screwdriver or Power Screwdriver, 1/4" Socket Wrench

TO INSTALL THE CORNER PLATFORM:
1. Remove packaging material (from top, two steel brackets, two flat steel plates, corner leg bracket, leg and
hardware)

NOTE:

Check for concealed damage. Report any damage to carrier.
2. Take one angle bracket and place the side of the bracket with small holes flush against the end panel of the
adjacent table which will be attached to the corner platform. Center the angle bracket on the end panel and directly
under the adjacent table top to ensure that the table top and the platform top will be level once installed. Drill holes
in the end panel using the angle bracket as a template. Repeat the same procedure with the other adjacent table
drilling on the appropriate table end as shown.
3. Assemble one angle bracket to one
of the adjacent tables. Place one flat
plate on the inside of the cabinet and
one angle bracket on the outside of the
cabinet. Align the holes and fasten in
place using bolts through the drilled holes.
Secure with hex nuts against flat plate.
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4. Take the Corner Platform top and turn it
upside down. Install the leg bracket in the
corner "opposite" the flat (chamfered)corner
of the top. Place the leg bracket with the
reinforcing plate facing the outside of the table.
5. Install the single leg into the leg socket
using allen wrench to secure the two bolts.
Note that the leg position in the socket is
adjustable in 1" increments. Make sure the leg
is installed so that the corner platform will be
the same height as the adjacent tables. The
Corner Platform is leveled using the adjustable
glide.

Reinforcing Plate

6. Move the first adjacent table into what will
be the final position and put the Corner
Platform in place. Secure the Platform top to
the adjacent table angle bracket using screws.

Chamfered corner

Align chamfered edge on Corner
Platform top with the edge of the
Table top.
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9. The last step is the most difficult. Slide
the other adjacent table into place. Reaching
through the opening between the two
adjacent tables. Put screws through the
angle bracket and tighten to the underside of
the Corner Platform top. A minimum of two
screws must be connected.

10. Install the filler panel (optional).
Magnetic tape has been placed on both
sides of the filler panel. Position the filler
panel vertically and move it into place,
holding it firmly. Magnetic attraction will pull
and secure the filler panel into position.
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